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Abstract

We examine how conversational partners refer, co-refer and direct attention in conversations over a visual scene. Using an extension of the CoNLL annotation scheme for coreference for the visual domain we annotate the Swedish part of the Cups corpus. The annotation consists of identifying noun phrases and assigning them IDs of entities in the visual scene. We perform quantitative and qualitative linguistic analyses of the annotated data which point towards interesting observations of how conversational participants direct attention: it is likely that entities are co-referred to within the same conversational game, for spatial descriptions there is a preference for lateral dimensions over front and back and more attention is directed towards entities that are visually ambiguous or those that are part of the task. Overall, we demonstrate that referential attention is driven by both visual and conceptual, task-related information.

1 Introduction

Visual dialogue takes place in some visual context either physical or virtual. Conversational participants discuss the visual scene but they also relate it to their beliefs, desires and intentions as defined by the task they are engaged in. An important challenge for building visual dialogue systems is to model how such perceptual information interacts with higher level conceptual aspects of their information state in order to generate and interpret referring expressions such as “the red cup on the left” in the setting of a collaborative dialogue (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Byron, 2003). In this paper we examine referring expressions in visual dialogue, in particular the mechanisms behind how speakers and hearers generate and interpret them in a highly visually and linguistically ambiguous environment. Conversational partners must rely on mechanisms of attention that assigns salience to contextual information from the visual, linguistic and task-related domains which affects how referring expressions are generated and interpreted (Kelleher et al., 2005). Literature on attention (Lavie et al., 2004) distinguishes between perceptual selection, a process that selects relevant visual features, and cognitive control, a process that selects the relevant conceptual information, which compete for the same cognitive resources. Since conversational participants are engaged in a collaborative task joint attention will be aimed at.

Reference and coreference resolution has been studied both in the domain of the textual documents (Sukthanker et al., 2020), in the domain of situated dialogue (Kelleher et al., 2005; Rolih, 2018; Smith et al., 2011) or in the domain of vision and language (Kottur et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2019). In the domain of textual coreference, one of the most known resources is the section of the OntoNotes corpus annotated for coreference as a part of the CoNLL-2011 shared task (Pradhan et al., 2011). Another well-known resource is the ARRAU corpus (Poesio et al., 2018; Uryupina et al., 2020). In the domain of visual dialogue the SCARE corpus (Stoia et al., 2008) contains spoken dialogues in a virtual reality maze environment with buttons, cabinets and doors. We follow the tradition of coreference annotation in the textual domain, by starting with the CoNLL 2011/2012 scheme and extending it to the domain of the visual dialogue of the Swedish part of the Cups corpus (Dobnik et al., 2015, 2020). The corpus is different from other corpora used in research on referring in that it comes with a single visual scene with a known ground truth representation of entities from which different views can be generated and over which participants can engage in long dialogues. This makes it an ideal candidate for studying coreference. Appendix A.1 shows some examples discussed here. Based on this annotation we address the following questions:
Q1: How do the interlocutors refer and co-refer to entities in the visual scene?
Q2: What are the issues with the referent annotation when starting with an annotation scheme developed for the textual domain and how can they be addressed?
Q3: How is the attention (estimated from the reference of descriptions) distributed over the visual scene?

2 Data and annotation

The Cups corpus (Dobnik et al., 2015, 2020) was created to examine collaborative dialogue over a visual scene and therefore resembles the Map Task (Anderson et al., 1991). It was previously used to study selection of reference frames, dialogue games (Storckenfeldt, 2018) and coreference (Dobnik and Loaiciga, 2019). A virtual scene containing a table with cups of different types and colours, two active conversational participants at the opposite sides of the table and a passive observer has been created in 3d-modelling software as shown in Figure 1. A static view of the scene was created for each participant. In addition, some objects were removed from the view of each participant but these were kept in the view of the other participant. The same views were used for all participant pairs. The data collection was done in a lab environment. Participants are instructed to interact over a textual computer interface in order to find and make a note of the missing cups which defined their collaborative task. To encourage spontaneous longer dialogue the task was not restricted in time. The nature of the task prevented participants from communicating through intonation, prosody, eye-gaze and body gestures. Table 1 summarises the current size of the corpus. We refer to the corpus as (sv.P05.100) which stands for the 100th turn of the P05 dyad of the Swedish sub-corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Turns</th>
<th>Native speakers of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>en.P01</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>en.P02</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>sv.P01</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sv.P02</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sv.P04</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sv.P05</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sv.P06</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sv.P07</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The Cups corpus. Here we annotate and analyse the Swedish (sv) part.

For the purposes of this study we annotated the Swedish sub-corpus (sv) with the CoNLL 2011/2012 annotation scheme (Pradhan et al., 2011) used for textual data but in contrast to OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2011) we annotate all noun phrases, as in the ARRAU corpus (Poesio et al., 2018). Note, however, that OntoNotes also contains annotation of coreference for verbs and temporal expressions. The annotation was done by the second author and then interesting and challenging examples were discussed with the first au-
Based on this discussion, annotations were adjusted and notes were made for the annotation manual. The annotation file is automatically tokenised and then the annotation consists of two parts. First, noun phrases are identified using the BIO tags (B–NP, I–NP and O). Then, co-reference chains are identified over noun phrases by assigning referent IDs to them, e.g. (11, 13 for the opening word of a noun phrase and 11, 13) to the closing word of the same noun phrase while no tag is assigned to the intermediate words. In the standard textual coreference annotation (OntoNotes and ARRAU), the IDs are incremented as new referents are introduced in the text. However, in our work we pre-identify referents as entities (participants, objects and regions) identifiable in the visual scene as shown in Figure 1c. In this respect our annotation resembles the annotation of the SCARE corpus of visual dialogue (Stoia et al., 2008) where IDs are also pre-assigned to entities in the visual environment but is different from it in that we extend the assignment of IDs in two ways. For NPs that cannot be assigned a referent special tags were introduced and additional numeric tags were assigned to entities in the scene that were not previously identified in Figure 1c (see Section 3.2, (sv.P06.64–67)). Overall, in our adaptation of the CoNLL annotation scheme all noun phrases are annotated, a particular entity always has the same ID and a single noun phrase can be assigned several IDs. Referring expressions with the same IDs are coreferential. An example annotation is shown in Appendix A.2. All annotations are available at https://github.com/sdobnik/cups-corpus.

3 Results

3.1 Reference and coreference to entities (Q1)

Table 2 shows the number of referring expressions used in individual dialogues and in total in the Swedish part of the Cups corpus. The counts vary across different dialogues: for example P07 contains approximately three times as many referring expressions compared to P01. These referring expressions are assigned 3,867 references to entities in total which is 1.71 times the number of referring expressions. This indicates that very frequently an expression is referring to more than one entity. Out of 3,867 references to entities there are 3,515 references to entities with pre-defined IDs and 352 references to entities without IDs that were added dynamically by annotators. This shows that participants primarily refer to and attend to the entities that were pre-annotated in the scene which was done relative to the task and the goal of the conversation participants engage in. However, 352 (9.1%) of references to entities not pre-annotated indicates that the notion what is an entity (an object or a region) might not be straightforward. For example, the participants might refer to parts of the objects in order to disambiguate them, e.g. “sen en vit med lock, den står nägot närmare dig, sen en vit med handtag” (Then a white with a lid, it is somewhat closer to you, then a white with a handle.) (sv.P07.26–29). References to new objects are also frequently required when referring to regions as participants create regions and rows dynamically based on the topology of the scene and internal relations of objects rather than a global and equal geometric split of the scene.

Since conversational participants have access to the same visual scene throughout the dialogue objects or regions may be visually or linguistically attended more than once. To quantify how objects are re-referred to over the course of the dialogues we calculate the number of turns between two consecutive references to the same entity (=mentions). Figure 2 shows that coreference ranges from 0 to 194 turns. It is very common for the object to be referred to in the same turn and then within 1 to 4 different turns. After that, the coreference to the same object decreases fast. For example, the same object is re-referred to over 20 turns less than 20 times, and 10 times over 30 turns. That coref-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dlg</th>
<th>P01</th>
<th>P02</th>
<th>P04</th>
<th>P05</th>
<th>P06</th>
<th>P07</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RFS</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>2264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The number of referring expressions in the Swedish part of the Cups corpus per dialogue.
ference is focused on a smaller number of turns indicates that participants collaboratively discuss and re-refer to objects until the ambiguity (both visual and conversational) is resolved (sv.P02.36-41, dialogue in Appendix A.1). The distribution of coreference also indicates that the objects might be re-referred to within the scope of the same conversational game. (Storckenfeldt, 2018, p.28) reports that the mean length of the annotated conversational games in this corpus range from 2.9 to 5.5 utterances which corresponds to the coreference figures reported here. Longer coreference could then be explained by the fact that entities are re-referred to in another conversational game. A possible reason to return to an entity is to use it as a landmark or a comparison when locating other entities. Once an entity is visually and linguistically grounded in the common ground it becomes a part of the shared knowledge and therefore a useful referential landmark (sv.P06.21-24). We expect that the usage of landmark entities also decays in time and landmarks that were more frequently referred to are preferred (Kelleher and Dobnik, 2020). As they are salient in the common ground and reference to them is not under discussion anymore, they only need to be referred to once as landmarks. This also explains a drop in frequencies after 4 turns.

3.2 Reference, coreference and visual dialogue (Q2)

In this section we examine questions related to annotating reference and co-reference in visual dialogue using the CoNLL 2011/2012 annotation scheme and suggest its required extensions.

The first question relates to the annotation of expression that are not referring to the corpus scenes and therefore cannot be assigned an object ID. Swedish also uses a demonstrative pronoun *det* as in “*det finns*” or “*det är*” which corresponds to English “there is” and “it is/they are” (sv.P06.127-129). Such pronouns are not referring and we annotate them as *expletives*. Convonesational participants may refer to entities outside the visual scene, for example “in my picture” referring to a printed sheet of paper with a visual scene (sv.P01.61), or “byracka” referring to the other participant in a friendly derogatory way (sv.P06.4-6). Thirdly, there may be non-referring expressions that are used. These could be to abstract entities “in principle” (in principle, basically) or negated expressions “ingen lockmugg” (no cup with a lid) (sv.P04.51-56) but negated expressions are sometimes referential referring to an object that the other person previously referred to (sv.P04.52) or referring to an object of not being of that kind. Fourthly, interrogative noun phrases occuring in direct and indirect questions are also non-referential, e.g. “vad” (what) (sv.P05.145), “vilken farg” (what colour) (sv.P06.174-175). Table 3 shows the distributions of annotations of these categories in individual dialogues and in total. Expletive and non-referring expressions are most common but also note that there are considerable differences between different dialogues, e.g. there are 54 Non-R in P07 but only 4 in P04. This indicates that different conversational dyads might use different referring strategies.

The second question relates to how to apply the existing annotation scheme on the data. Noun phrases can be complex containing embedded noun phrases of the form NP Relation NP, for example “*de vita med handtag och utan lock*” (the white one with handles and without lids) (sv.P04.40) and “*en röd mugg på din vänsterkant*” (a red cup to your left side) (sv.P05.57). Should “handles” and “your left side” also be annotated? Motivated by the research on spatial relations where two NPs are distinguished as Target and Landmark we decided to annotate each NP separately, provided that they are referring to distinctive objects and regions. However, sometimes this convention becomes hard to follow and this is related to whether the NPs are considered as referring to entities or properties of a single entity, e.g. “en röd mugg med lite rött på handtaget” (a red cup with some red on the handle) (sv.P04.3) where “some red on the handle” was annotated as a single entity rather than two distinctive entities. This convention is different from (Stoia et al., 2008) in the SCARE corpus where embedded noun phrases such as “this cabinet on the right” are annotated as belonging to the umbrella

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Ext</th>
<th>Expl</th>
<th>Non-R</th>
<th>Wh-Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The distribution of expressions not referring to objects IDs: external reference objects (Ext), expletive expressions (Expl), non-refering expressions (Non-R) and expressions used in wh-phrases (Wh-Q).
noun phrase, possibly because here the annotation is limited by fixed pre-defined entities.

Note that participants see a slightly different scene where some cups are missing from their view which means that it may happen that they associate a certain description with different objects/cups. In other words, there may be a miscommunication of reference but which is normally resolved through clarification in dialogue once participants discover there are inconsistencies in their information states. Errors in the way the objects are described or expressions interpreted might also happen (sv.P05.110-115). In such cases we annotated expressions as referring to objects relative to the information state of the utterance speaker, the object that they intend to refer to. In most cases this can be resolved from the visual context of the speaker but sometimes the annotators have to guess about the cognitive state of the speaker.

To answer the question how difficult it is to annotate coreference using this annotation scheme before starting the annotation of the Swedish dialogues we re-annotated the first 14 turns or 250 words of one of the English dialogues (en.P02) for which annotations already exist (although there the annotator might have used different strategies as described above). To measure the agreement on noun phrase identification we calculate the $\kappa$ coefficient on the BIO tags (B-NP, I-NP and O) which results in $\kappa = 0.84$. Unfortunately, $\kappa$ cannot be used for referent identification as each noun phrase might refer to one or several referents. To estimate agreement on referent identification we calculate a Sørensen–Dice coefficient that measures the overlap of the identified referents of each noun phrase. We then average all coefficients over all noun phrases. The average Sørensen–Dice coefficient is $DSC = 0.70$. Overall, there is a good agreement on both annotation tasks.

### 3.3 Reference and attention (Q3)

Examining what referents are referred to in dialogue might tell us something about participants attention on the scene. Examining this might give us important preliminary insights about the strategies of reference resolution. Figure 3 shows global reference to entities over all dialogues.

There is a tendency that participants (1 and 2) refer to themselves or each other the most (not so much to the passive observer Katie, 3), followed by the objects (21–38) and then regions (11–19).

The participants’ references to themselves reflect the collaborative nature of the task. Katie on the other hand is only used infrequently as a landmark to relate other objects to, for example: “På den sida där Katie inte står” (On the side where Katie is not standing) (sv.P02.48-49) or to set the spatial frame of reference or perspective on the scene “okej första raden från katie på hennes högra sida...” (Okay, in the first row in front of Katie on her right side,...) (sv.P01.54-57).

Cups are more frequently referred to than regions which is expected as they are the objects of the task while regions refer to their locations. Note that 11, 13, 19 and 17 are the most attended regions. These represent corners of the table and are therefore good landmarks. Another reason why our pre-annotated and to participants invisible regions might be used less is that such geometric division is less natural for participants to refer to who dynamically create regions based on the object topology. For example, they do not say “mittenkvadraten närmast dig” (the central square closest to you) but “the second row closest to you” which does not match the geometric regions. We were aware of this when pre-annotating the grid and our hope was that the grid would provide some coarse granularity to annotate regions but in some cases it is hard to match the region referred to and the geometric region and in these cases labels for new dynamic regions were created. Sometimes it is hard to determine whether an expression is referring to a region, for example in elliptical noun phrases. We considered “din vänsterkant” (your left corner) (sv.P05.57.11-12), “till höger om den vita” (to the right of the white one) (sv.P05.39.10-14) as regions but “den står tyngre den gula muggen” (It is roughly standing outside of the yellow cup)
Cups in the visually ambiguous configurations and cups that are missing from either participants view are referred to more often and therefore receive more attention. For example cup 24 which is hidden from P2 but also easily confused with cup 21 which is positioned in the opposite corner close to P1 (see Figure 1c). Moreover, cup 21 can also be confused with cup 26 which is close by and missing for P1. Similarly, there can be misunderstanding regarding cup 34 which is hidden from P1 but there is a similar cup 33 close by (sv.P06.24-26, dialogue in Appendix A.1) and cup 23 and 25 where the latter is hidden from P2.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of attention over the visual scene as measured by the reference to objects in dialogue. It can be seen that overall (with variations described previously) attention is more or less distributed over objects which can be explained by the nature of the task: the participants need to evaluate a consistency of each other's descriptions against the entire scene. There is a tendency that cups closer to Katie receive more attention than cups on the opposite side, the ranking being 24, 21, 34, 33... in descending order. Note that there is a similar ambiguity on both sides of the table: between 34 (not visible to P1) and 33 on Katie’s side and 21, 26 (not visible for P1) and 29 on the opposite side. Therefore, there may be an effect of the presence of Katie on the grounds that she is an animate being and a good point of reference to relate other objects to (Lipp et al., 2004). However, she is not referred to specifically as she is not taking part in the task.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of attention over regions. Regions on the side of the table (13,14,19 and 11,16,17) attract more attention than regions in the middle (12,15,18). This indicates that participants prefer the lateral dimension over the front-back dimension when relating objects which coincides with observations from literature on spatial cognition: “från mitt håll står det en take-away bakom den vita muggen / snett vänster om” (From my perspective, there is a take-away behind the white cup. Diagonally to the left.) (sv.P05.37-44). Also, regions in the corners of the table (11,13,17,19) receive more attention than the middle regions on both sides (14,16), in fact these are also the most attended regions. This appears to be due to the fact that these corners are closest to participants who split the table in two halves: “mer på min sida än på din” (more on my side than on yours) (sv.P02.62-63). Note that closest to a participant does not mean closest to the speaker. Reference to participants is much higher than regions and so is reference to cups, presumably due to the nature of the task. Regions are mainly used as landmarks to describe the location of cups: “på kates vänstra sida inätt framför dig” (on Katie’s left side in front of you) (sv.P06.58).

Comparing the attention over cups in Figure 4 with attention over regions in Figure 5 we can observe a low correspondence, e.g. attention on regions 13 and 11 might be associated with objects 24 and 21. However, when we sum the references to cups per regions, the cups that fall in the middle regions (12,15,18) are referred to more often than the cups that overlap with the lateral regions (11,16,17) and (13,14,19). Therefore, it could be that for the reference to the cups in the central regions the side...
regions are serving as landmarks, e.g. “Den står emellan den röda muggen på din vänstra sida och den gula muggen som står lite längre bort på din vänstra sida” (It is standing between the red cup on your left side and the yellow cup that is standing a bit further away on your left side.) (sv.P04.18).

Do conversational partners refer/attend to entities differently? Figure 6 shows reference to entities over all dialogues per participant. The reference to entities follows the same pattern for both participants which therefore also corresponds to the pattern in Figure 3. This shows that there is no preference for cups that would be closer and or more distant to a particular participant. Distance to an object does not seem to affect attention of that object. On the contrary, there is a tendency that objects that are hidden from the other participant (P1: 26, 34 and 37; P2: 24, 25 and 29) receive considerable attention. A likely explanation for this is that this is because conversational participants are engaged in a collaborative task that requires referring and subsequently co-refering to the same objects by the other partner until the task is completed (sv.P06.24-26, sv.P02.36-42, sv.P07.117-122, dialogues in Appendix A.1). Participant P1 refers to themselves more often than P2 and vice versa (sv.P06.220). (Dobnik et al., 2020) observe on the same dataset that the speaker’s spatial perspective is used more often than hearer’s. P2 refers to more objects than P1.

4 Discussion

We examined reference and coreference in visual dialogue. We argued that through patterns of reference in dialogue and the visual scene we can reconstruct patterns of attention that lead to production of these referring expressions. Due to the collaborative nature of dialogue these are also used by hearers to interpret referring expressions. Information how perceptual and discourse contexts interact in generation and interpretation of referring expressions is relevant for any computational application of vision and language as it allows us to resolve ambiguity that results through underspecification of referring expressions. As a starting point we took an established reference and coreference annotation scheme from the textual domain and adapted it to the domain of visual dialogue where linguistic expressions are also matched with referents grounded in the visual scene. This departs from the annotation strategies in the textual domain where discourse entities are introduced sequentially in text as they are referred to and then are subsequently re-referred to. However, in this domain discourse referents are already present once a participant sees and parses the scene: we indicated this by assigning participants, objects and regions fixed IDs. Additionally, we allow creation of dynamic entities and regions which are introduced in the same way as in the traditional textual co-reference annotation. Our notion of co-reference is also slightly different from the notion of co-reference in the text only domain. We do no specifically annotate coreference as a relation between referring expressions but this can be be inferred from the annotation scheme. We annotate a reference of referring expressions as a list of objects that an expression is referring to and hence if two referring expressions refer to the same objects then they are coreferential. Our annotation convention also allows us to compare referring expressions for partial (co)reference in case only some of the object IDs match. Additionally, object IDs could also be grouped and groups assigned IDs if coarse granularity of coreference would be required. For example, “(En 36) av (dem 21, 26, 36) står på (min sida 17, 18, 19), lite till (höger 18, 19) om (mitten 18).” (One of them stands on my side, a bit to the right of the middle) (sv.P02.19).

As conversation progresses, participants associate referring expressions with these entities based on how salient they are in the common ground; this is the reason why a description such as as “the red cup on the left” can be used successfully and the hearer can resolve its reference. We argue that the salience can be modelled as attention and the analysis of data in this paper is a first step towards computational modelling of reference and coref-
reference resolution in visual dialogue. Below we summarise our main findings.

Objects are most frequently co-referred to within the same conversational game. Our analysis of longer open dialogues shows that participants most frequently corefer to entities within 0 to 4 turns which coincides with the previous research on the length and structure of conversational games. These can also be nested. Conversational games depend on the collaborative (sub)task that the participants are performing and once a task is complete and participants reach a mutual agreement they continue with a new task and a conversational game. Tasks are structured around a certain strategy which rarely considers the entire scene. Therefore, if a location of particular objects has been discussed, disambiguated and added to the common grounds of participants there is no need to discuss them again, unless they are used as salient landmarks for discussion of subsequent objects in new conversational games (sv.P02.73-82, dialogue in Appendix A.1). Structuring dialogue into sub-units explains why there are underspecified referring expressions since their scope can be resolved within the scope of these units.

The strategies to assign and resolve reference and co-reference are dynamic and creative. Although we have identified entities and regions in the visual scene within a certain level of granularity we frequently found cases where this was insufficient to fully capture the reference of the linguistic expressions. Firstly, not all noun phrases are referential, for example they can be expletives, referring to entities not present in the scene, non-referring (abstract and generics) or undetermined entities (wh-phrases and noun phrases used in questions). Here the challenge is that the same referring expression can be either referential or non-referential depending on the context in which it is used. For example, in “So maybe we could possibly go row by row, do you think? And say which cups are there? Or how should we work out where your unique cup are and vice versa?” does the speaker refer to specific alignments of cups, an abstract grid of rows or rows in general (en.P02.9)? Secondly, it is sometimes hard to decide what should be identified as a scene entity and what the granularity of regions should be, cf. our earlier example whether a sub-region of a handle constitutes a separate region (sv.P04.3). Thirdly, the same expression used by two conversational participants may be considered to refer to different entities by different conversational participants. These issues were resolved (i) by introducing four labels (expletive, external, non-referring and wh-questions) and annotation conventions (ii) by identifying referents on the basis of the information state of the speaker and (iii) by sometimes introducing new reference IDs to distinct parts of the visual scene dynamically. Even following these conventions, we sometimes had to make sub-optimal decisions in borderline cases. Overall, we were striving for regularity and consistency of the annotation scheme, so that it can be used in computational applications, as well as for informational richness and accuracy of semantic representation.

Reference of referring expressions points to spatial attentional patterns in the visual scene. For example, lateral regions are more attended than front-back regions while cups in the middle regions receive more attention. This is possibly because lateral dimensions serve as landmarks for describing target objects or cups or because front and back dimensions are referred to differently, relative to P1 and P2, e.g. “close to you” or as “left or right of Katie”. Reference to lateral dimensions is frequently combined with the front and back dimension but this is described as a relation between objects rather than a reference to regions (and therefore may not be annotated): “sa till vanster; gul, sedan vit takeaway starx nedanför till höger…” (So to the left: yellow. Then a white take away just below to the right) (sv.P01.86-89). Note that spatial descriptions such as “vänster” (left) and “ovanför” (above) can either elliptically refer to regions or relations between objects. Distance of a participant to an object does not mean that a participant puts more attention to it. This is because participants collaboratively discuss all the objects in the scene, not just those that are close to them. Moreover, the data shows that certain cups receive attention when they are located in the areas where visual ambiguity is high, for example in regions where there are neighbouring similar cups or where there are cups hidden from a participant. Therefore attention to objects is driven by the task which is disambiguating the location of cups (sv.P05.64-88).

Overall, our work shows that conversational participants can communicate successfully in situations where both linguistic and visual information are underspecified. The underspecification is resolved from a variety of signals which do not
necessarily have a fixed meaning across all contexts. Strategies are chosen on the fly without a specific communicative signal which suggests that conversational participants need to reach agreements by processes of “virtual bargaining” (Misyak and Chater, 2014). This suggest that in visual coreference resolution we should not look so much for patterns that can be directly extracted from the data as these might be context-specific but for communicative strategies that are available to participants and go beyond specific contexts. In (Loaiciga et al., 2021a,b) we compare reference and coreference in the Cups corpus with the Tell-me-more corpus (Ilinykh et al., 2019). The latter consists of shorter dialogues (normally one conversational game) over real images of environments that are different for each dialogue. The results indicate that the same strategies can be found in different contexts and tasks.

We examined the attention on the objects in the scene as a whole but it would also be important to examine how the attention changes when the dialogue unfolds. We expect that this would reveal interesting generalisations that would guide a computational system for co-reference resolution of individual referring expressions. A closer study of reference and segments of dialogues or dialogue games would also be in place as these may be natural boundaries of coreference. Are the same attentional patterns found within a dialogue and across the participant pairs? Is there a difference between English and Swedish dialogues? We have studied how referring expressions are mapped to objects but how are objects described by referring expressions (within conversational games) and how are referring expressions adapted when the same objects is re-referred to in the subsequent turns? Given the mechanisms of joint (visual and linguistic) attention how can linguistic forms be simplified and still be effective?
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A Appendices

A.1 Referring in dialogue

(sv.P04.46-49)

46 P1: mellan den blå och gula, framför Katie, ser jag en mugg där med lock och utan handtag
Between the blue and yellow in front of Katie, I see a cup with a lid and without a handle.

47 P2: Står den lite längre bort från Katie (lite mer mot mitten) än den blå och den blå?
Is standing a bit further away from Katie (a bit more towards the middle) than the blue and the blue?

48 P1: lite mot mitten inte exakt mellan den blå och gula, A bit towards the middle, not exactly between the blue and yellow.

49 P2: OK, den muggen kan jag se. Ok, I can see that cup.

(sv.P06.24-26)

24 P2: lite till vänster om den står en vit
A bit to the left of it, there is a white.

25 P1: ja som har en annan form och till vänster i hörnet en röd
Yes, that has another shape and to the left, in the corner, a red.

26 P2: jag har ingen röd! och den vita har samma form
I have no red! And the white has the same shape.

(sv.P02.36-42)

36 P2: Jag ser ju två röda i ditt vänstra hörn 
I see two red in your left corner.

... 

40 P1: Ser du två röda i ditt vänstra hörn?
Do you see two red in your left corner?

41 P2: Precis, en är längst ner i hörnet och en är precis nedanför den, (från mitt håll sett)
Exactly, one is in the bottom corner and one is just below it (as seen from my perspective)

42 P1: Så är det inte för mig. Jag har en röd mugg i varje hörn från där jag står.
It is not like that for me. I have a red cup in each corner from where I stand.

(sv.P07.117-122)

117 P1: den raderna som är närmast mig som du precis beskrev
The row closest to me that you just described.

118 P2: mm
Mm.

119 P1: bakom den i din riktning står en take away-mugg.
Behind it in your direction, there is a take away cup.

120 P1: "på en ensam "rad""
"On a separate row.

121 P2: ok, så rad två för dig är en ensam take away mugg?
Ok, so row two for you is a solo take away cup?

122 P1: snett till vänster bakom den vita muggen mitt framför mig
Diagonally to the left behind the white cup just in front of me.

A.2 Annotation

Reference and coreference annotation of (sv.P04.25-26). The columns represent dialogue ID, participant ID, turn number, word number in turn, word, noun phrase tag, coreference annotation and English translation. The latter is only used here and is not part of the corpus annotation.

...